The role of oxidative stress on the pathophysiology of metabolic syndrome
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SUMMARY

Metabolic syndrome (MetS) has a high prevalence around the world. Considering the components used to classify MetS, it is clear that it is closely related to obesity. These two conditions begin with an increase in abdominal adipose tissue, which is metabolically more active, containing a greater amount of resident macrophages compared to other fat deposits. Abdominal adiposity promotes inflammation and oxidative stress, which are precursors of various complications involving MetS components, namely insulin resistance, hypertension and hyperlipidemia. One way to block the effects of oxidative stress would be through the antioxidant defense system, which offsets the excess free radicals. It is known that individuals with metabolic syndrome and obesity have high consumption of fats and sugars originated from processed foods containing high levels of sodium as well as low intake of fruits and vegetables, thus maintaining a state of oxidative stress, that can speed up the onset of MetS. Healthy eating habits could prevent or delay MetS by adding antioxidant-rich foods into the diet.
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INTRODUCTION

Metabolic syndrome (MetS), also known as syndrome X or insulin resistance syndrome, is characterized by the clustering of cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension, insulin resistance, central obesity, and atherogenic dyslipidemia (high LDL-cholesterol, high triglycerides, and low HDL-cholesterol). MetS is a major health issue of westernized modern societies and it already appears as one of the main challenges of current clinical practice. In general, the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) estimates that one-quarter of the world’s adult population has MetS and the observed prevalence of MetS in National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) was 5% among the subjects of normal weight, 22% among the overweight, and 60% among the obese.

For the diagnosis of MetS, there are at least three criteria based on five components: waist circumference, blood pressure, blood glucose, triglycerides, and HDL-cholesterol. The National Cholesterol Education Program – Adult Treatment Pannel III (NCEP – ATP III) adopts at least three components for diagnosis of MetS. The IDF considers the abdominal circumference and two more components, and the World Health Organization (WHO) uses the waist/hip ratio, presence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) or insulin resistance, microalbuminuria, hypertension and triglycerides.

Observing the components that classify the individual as having metabolic syndrome, it can be noted that they are all complications that commonly affect obese individuals, which shows that there is a direct link between these two diseases. In general, these two conditions begin to increase in abdominal adipose tissue which is more metabolically active, containing a higher amount of resident macrophages compared to other fat deposits. Abdominal adiposity promotes inflammation and oxidative stress.
stress, which are precursors of various complications involving MetS components, namely insulin resistance, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia (Figure 1). Because MetS is associated with cardiovascular complications, the main cause of death worldwide, it is important to understand the factors that are involved in this disorder. Thus, this review aims to present the involvement of oxidative stress in the onset of metabolic syndrome.

**Metabolic syndrome and oxidative stress**

Inflammation and oxidative stress occur when the energy supply begins to exceed the storage capacity of adipocytes and, as a result, hypertrophy occurs. This hypertrophy leads to a higher release of adipokines as proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor-necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), resulting in low-grade chronic inflammation, which begins in adipose tissue and eventually reaches the circulation and other organs. One of the first consequences of inflammation is insulin resistance, since TNF-α prevents the phosphorylation of insulin receptors, interfering in their cascade action and preventing their functioning. Insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes mellitus are classically characterized by dyslipidemia with hypertriglyceridemia, low HDL-cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol appearance. Insulin resistance decreases insulin function, leading to a change in storage lipids that is a mechanism dependent on this hormone.

Another cause of inflammation is oxidative stress, which can be triggered by adipocytes. When fat mass increases, insufficient irrigation can lead to lack of oxygen and, thus, to cell necrosis. The process of phagocytosis to eliminate these dead cells results in increased inflammatory infiltration and also oxidative stress by liberation of free radicals such as nitric oxide and hydrogen peroxide, which may negatively impact components of MetS.

Oxidative stress is classically defined as an event resulting from the magnitude of imbalance between oxidant and antioxidant substances, generated in a setting of oxidation-reduction reactions. Since the generation and the action of these substances depend on this oxidation-reduction system, authors now use the term “imbalance of redox system” to refer to the oxidative stress. Commonly known as free radicals, oxidants include reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, which perform the oxidation of lipids (lipoxidation) and glucose (glycation), substances found in excess in obesity. Excessive food intake increases the amount of energy and nutrients in the bloodstream. Lipoxidation products include malondialdehyde, glyoxal, acrolein, 4-hydroxy-nonenal (HNE), while the

**FIGURE 1.** Excessive calorie intake leads to hypertrophy of adipose tissue and increased macrophage infiltration, a condition which favors inflammation and oxidative stress situations: a precursor of the metabolic syndrome.
products generated from glycation include glyoxal and methyl glyoxal. These compounds bind to the amino grouping of amino acids, resulting in advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) and advanced lipoxidation end-products (ALEs), which are highly reactive and participate in the development of other components of MetS.

Clinical studies in patients with hypertension showed that systolic and diastolic blood pressure are positively correlated with biomarkers of oxidative stress and negatively correlated with the levels of antioxidants. This fact is attributed to endothelial dysfunction caused by oxidative stress and inflammation, producing imbalance of vasoconstrictor and vasodilator products. This is evidenced by an inverse association between factors that trigger vasodilation, plasma levels of malondialdehyde and positive association with antioxidants.

Oxidative stress plays an important role on the pathogenesis of insulin resistance by disrupting the release of adipokines by adipose tissue such as TNF-α and IL-6, which can trigger inflammation, a mechanism already described above. Thus, it seems that obesity and MetS are factors associated to inflammation and oxidative stress.

**Antioxidant defense**

Oxidative stress is controlled by the endogenous antioxidant defense system, which includes antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase, catalase, glutathione peroxidase, glutathione reductase; and nonenzymatic compounds such as ferritin, transferrin, bilirubin, ceruloplasmin, and even albumin carrier low molecular weight, such as uric acid and lipoic acid. Enzymes are identified in many organisms. More than 700 carotenoids are identified, making this more specific test. The reactive species are very unstable and have a very short half-life, which makes it a major challenge to perform an accurate assessment of these species. For this reason, methods have been developed for measuring products resulting from the redox markers in biological samples, which are oxidation products of lipids, DNA and proteins. Among the most common targets are the products of lipid peroxidation because of polyunsaturated fatty acids (such as phospholipids and glycolipids). When these lipids are oxidized, two products are formed in biological samples, malondialdehyde (MDA) and isoprostan.

MDA is formed by the peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids and can interact with proteins. MDA can be detected by the thiobarbituric acid (TBA) using a colorimetric method based on MDA TBA reaction and form a pink color, so gauging MDA and all species reacting with this acid. The MDA can be specified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The same reaction occurs between MDA and TBA, but due to the apparatus of the fluorescence detector, only the MDA is identified, making this more specific test.

The isoprostane is a stable product of lipid peroxidation, and can be measured both in the tissues and in biological fluids including urine, plasma, and cerebrospinal fluid. The level of this compound in plasma and urine correlates with the levels of reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress in experimental studies in humans. However, in healthy individuals at risk for obesity and hyperlipidemia their levels are increased, suggesting it as a good marker for cardiovascular risk.

**Biomarkers of oxidative stress**

The literature reports that a diet rich in fruits, vegetables and grains prevents various diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases and cancer. Other intervening factor in antioxidant response and the manifestations of MetS is the association between dietary adequacy and physical exercise. This is due to the exogenous and endogenous antioxidants acting in synergy in combating free radicals. However, it is important to note that this intake needs to be steady and orderly and that the intake of vitamins in supplement form may result in pro-oxidant effects called stress antioxidative.

Total antioxidant capacity can be considered a marker of oxidative stress, since it measures the state of antioxidant capacity in biological fluids. This method gives deeper insight into the involvement of oxidative stress in several pathophysiological conditions, but also monitors the effectiveness of antioxidant interventions. In this method the antioxidant capacity of the sample is quantified by cellular metabolism or exogenous sources through the donation of hydrogen atoms of these molecules, breaking the chain reaction, which prevents attack on lipids, amino acids in proteins, double bond of the polyunsaturated fatty acids, and DNA bases, avoiding formation of lesions and loss of cell integrity. Another role of antioxidants is the protection mechanism, which acts in the repair of damage caused by free radicals, a process related to the removal of the DNA molecule of damage and restoration of damaged cell membranes.
According to what has been previously described, it is known that radical initiator opposite 2.20 azobis-(2-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride (AAPH) is widely used to assess damage and DNA repair in individual cells. Its basic principle is the lysis of cell membranes, followed by induction of DNA released from the electrophoretic migration on agarose matrix. When viewed under a microscope, the migrated cell takes the apparent form of a comet, with a head, the nuclear region, and a tail, which contains fragments or DNA strands that have migrated towards the anode. The analysis of comets is based on the degree of DNA fragmentation and migration by microelectrophoresis. Measurements such as the total length of the “tail” and the DNA density provide indirect information about the state of the sample DNA. To detect oxidative damage, endonuclease III (ENDOIII) and phosphatidylinositol-pyrimidine DNA glycosylase (FPG) are used to repair enzyme thus detecting oxidation bases in the pyrimidine and purine.

**Dietary Intake, Physical Activity, Oxidative Stress, and Metabolic Syndrome**

According to what has been previously described, it is clear that there is an imbalance within a large supply of nutrients and a low antioxidant intake, obesity carries a picture of oxidative stress promoting metabolic syndrome. Corroborating this fact, the literature indicates that individuals with metabolic syndrome and obesity have a high consumption of fat and sugars derived from processed foods with high sodium content, as well as low antioxidant intake.

Diets with high antioxidant content, such as the well-known Mediterranean diet, which consists of olive oil, fruits and vegetables, cereals, nuts, and a small amount of red meat and foods high in sugar, are also ways to manage oxidative stress and inflammation. Researchers suggest that individuals with MetS and obesity delayed and attenuated complications, such as insulin resistance, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, when they had an intervention and began to consume this type of diet. One of the arrangements set out for this improvement was the reduction of oxidative stress and inflammation.

Among these studies, Mitjavila et al. observed a decrease of some markers of oxidative stress after one year of dietary intervention. In this same study, subjects with MetS who consumed the Mediterranean diet were compared to a group that consumed a diet with only low levels of fat. It showed that a diet richer in antioxidants resulted in improvement in markers of oxidative stress and decreased DNA damage. This shows the importance of diet quality and the consistency and effectiveness of antioxidants in its composition.

Another factor associated to MetS is reduced daily physical activity in healthy young adults, which leads to negative metabolic consequences such as decreased insulin sensitivity and increased abdominal fat. Therefore, increased physical activity is likely to be the evolutionary favored pathway to prevent the development of insulin resistance during metabolic derangements. The impact of exercise on insulin sensitivity is evident for 24 to 48 hours and disappears within 3 to 5 days, so continuous practice is essential. Besides, exercise increases the production of oxidative stress. However, these increases seem to be necessary in order to allow for an upregulation in endogenous antioxidant defenses, thus providing beneficial effects to the individual engaged in chronic exercise. A combination of resistance and aerobic exercise is the best, but any activity is better than none.

The association between good eating habits and exercise practice is also important. A recent study showed that food adequacy (intake of fruits and vegetables) associated with physical exercise for 20 weeks resulted in higher cardiorespiratory fitness in residents of the city of Botucatu, SP. Moreover, reduction in visceral adiposity (waist circumference) was observed, reducing the prevalence of MetS and mainly increasing significantly glutathione concentration and total antioxidant protection (TAP) of the plasma. Dietary caloric restriction as well as aerobic exercise, an...
aerobic exercise, and resistance training in association with weight loss has been shown to be advantageous in ameliorating oxidative stress and alleviating inflammation in obesity. Studies report that healthy obese patients doing exercise showed decreased lipid peroxidation indicator.\textsuperscript{61-63} Thus, it is important to consider strategies that increase the antioxidant defense capacity of the body, since the same part not only of detoxification of free radicals, but are also closely related to modulation of pathophysiologic processes present in the MetS (Figure 2).

**Final Considerations**

This review’s approach can highlight the involvement of inflammation, and especially oxidative stress, in the pathogenesis of MetS. Given that obesity may be a key event in the development of this syndrome, treatment strategies are necessary to control and attenuate oxidative stress so that the body does not develop complications leading to MetS.

One of the main factors triggering these two pathologies is food imbalance. In recent decades, there has been an increase in the intake of sugars and fats parallel to a reduction of the consumption of fruit and vegetables; this alone promotes oxidative stress and has been the root cause in the growing epidemic of chronic diseases that affect developed and developing countries. A decrease in food intake coupled with physical activity would be a determining factor in the reduction of oxidative stress. The excess calories from sugar and fat intake, combined with a sedentary lifestyle, cause the body to manage the excess energy that must be metabolized. Other macronutrients undergo oxidation within the mitochondria, promoting an increase in production of free radicals, which has been proposed as a unifying mechanism linking excessive intake of nutrients, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, and diabetes. Therefore, what could prevent or delay the onset of MetS would be the maintenance of healthy eating habits, with the inclusion of foods rich in antioxidants and physical activity.
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**FIGURE 2** Biochemical way of oxidative stress.

AGE: advanced glycation end-products; ALE: advanced lipoxidation end-products.
**RESUMO**

O papel do estresse oxidativo na fisiopatologia da síndrome metabólica

A síndrome metabólica apresenta elevada prevalência na população mundial. De acordo com os componentes que a classificam, nota-se que está intimamente relacionada com a obesidade. Essas duas condições se iniciam com o aumento do tecido adiposo abdominal, o qual é metabolicamente mais ativo, contendo uma quantidade maior de macrófagos residentes em comparação com outros depósitos de gordura. Essa situação favorece a inflamação e o estresse oxidativo, ambos precursores de diversas complicações, mas principalmente as envolvidas na síndrome metabólica, como resistência à insulina, hipertensão arterial e hiperlipidemia. Uma maneira de bloquear os efeitos do estresse oxidativo seria pelo sistema de defesa antioxidante, o qual anula os radicais livres em excesso. É sabido que indivíduos portadores de síndrome metabólica e obesos apresentam um alto consumo de gorduras, açúcares oriundos de alimentos industrializados com alto teor de sódio e uma baixa ingestão de frutas e verduras, apresentando uma condição de estresse oxidativo contínuo. A manutenção de hábitos alimentares saudáveis, com a inclusão de alimentos ricos em antioxidantes, poderia prevenir ou retardar o surgimento da SM.
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